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RIGHT CERTIFICATION WILL GET YOU
REAL VALUE



ABOUTABOUTABOUT

USUSUS

Factocert is an Epitome of
consultation inculcating industry
best practices. Our pragmatic
approach delineates the
requirements of ISO Standards,
CE Mark, VAPT, Six Sigma,
Process Audit and other
International Standards.
Intellectual Curiosity of our
Consulting team provides a
better approach in
understanding the unmet needs
of the customers which leads the
way in delivering sustainable
solutions. Our consulting experts
carry their domain experience in
order to fulfill the customer
requirements enabling us to be a
one stop solution. Clients count
on Factocert to help them
transform uncertainty into
possibility.



What
is ISO 22000 certification?

ISO

22000 or in other words food safety management system focus majorly on food

industry where the purpose is to deliver the food to the end customer or the

consumer in a safety limit.

Consider

food chain, many organizations are involved at many stages of food chain. The

food industry can be called as a vast industry. Here food safety management

system is recognized by global food safety initiative. Some of the organization

who are involved in food chain can be listed such as food processing, food

packaging, food manufacturing, food transportation, food preservatives, food

storage.

ISO

22000 standard specifies the requirement that are necessary for the

organization who are into food business and provides a key element in order to

ensure food safety at any stage of food chain. ISO 22000 can be applied

independently of other management system and top management team can have at

most importance to protect the food safety at all point of time. HACCP principal

is also associated with ISO 22000 Certification and integration of these two

concepts will provide certain assurance for the client which will maintain the

hygiene environmental factors in the food chain and bring stability for the

production packaging storage transportation and many other stages in the food

industry.
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Halal is nothing but a term from Quran which

means lawful. When it comes to Islamic people,

people who are following the Islamic law must

obey some set of rules and regulations in order

to keep their religious intact.Countries where the

Muslim population are more will certainly have

restaurants and hotels with halal certification.

According to Islamic law the meat can only be

consumed if the animal is slaughtered with

certain instructions. This method is called as the

permitted way to take the life of that animal. This

procedure consists of the cleanliness, hygiene

condition of the food be in a balanced mode.

The Halal Meat is scientifically proven as a

healthy meat to consume. HALAL certification

plays a major role in customer acquisition.

Organization where the halal certification is

must and should made by many countries in

middle each. Get a free quote on HALAL

certification, just drop us an email at

contact@factocert.com

Halal Certification service are essential

because if you’re facing the Halal audit in

worldwide you have to be very careful

about every parameter in your

organization but when you join hands

with Factocert. We as an Halal

Consultancy Service provider in

worldwide, are tagged up with so many

different Halal Certification bodies in

worldwide.
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Web - www.factocert.com

Phone - +91 88616 45596
Mail - factocert@gmail.com

https://factocert.com/

